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Abstract
Purpose Robotic and mechatronic devices that work com-
patibly with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are applied
in diagnostic MRI, image-guided surgery, neurorehabilita-
tion and neuroscience. MRI-compatible mechatronic sys-
tems must address the challenges imposed by the scanner’s
electromagnetic fields. We have developed objective quanti-
tative evaluation criteria for device characteristics needed to
formulate design guidelines that ensure MRI-compatibility
based on safety, device functionality and image quality.
Methods The mutual interferences between an MRI system
and mechatronic devices working in its vicinity are modeled
and tested. For each interference, the involved components
are listed, and a numerical measure for “MRI-compatibil-
ity” is proposed. These interferences are categorized into an
MRI-compatibility matrix, with each element representing
possible interactions between one part of the mechatronic
system and one component of the electromagnetic fields.
Based on this formulation, design principles for MRI-com-
patible mechatronic systems are proposed. Furthermore, test
methods are developed to examine whether a mechatron-
ic device indeed works without interferences within an MRI
system. Finally, the proposed MRI-compatibility criteria and
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design guidelines have been applied to an actual design pro-
cess that has been validated by the test procedures.
Results Objective and quantitative MRI-compatibility mea-
sures for mechatronic and robotic devices have been estab-
lished. Applying the proposed design principles, potential
problems in safety, device functionality and image quality
can be considered in the design phase to ensure that the mech-
atronic system will fulfill the MRI-compatibility criteria.
Conclusion New guidelines and test procedures for MRI
instrument compatibility provide a rational basis for design
and evaluation of mechatronic devices in various MRI appli-
cations. Designers can apply these criteria and use the tests,
so that MRI-compatibility results can accrue to build an expe-
riential database.

Keywords MRI-compatibility · Image quality ·
Electromagnetic interference · Design principles ·
Mechatronics · Robotics

Introduction

Motivation

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI or MR imaging) has
become a standard medical imaging modality to visualize
body structure using high magnetic fields, and functional
MRI (fMRI) measures signal changes in the brain result-
ing from neural activation. Robotic systems and mechatron-
ic devices that can work compatibly with MRI procedures,
find wide applications in various clinical and research areas
[1–3]:

– MRI-compatible robots can precisely measure and con-
trol position and forces/torques and therefore are able to
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generate guiding force fields or other haptic cues to assist
the surgeon during interventional MRI. For example, an
MRI-compatible robot can precisely place the needle to
the specific position during biopsies.

– As stimulators in somatosensory function mapping exper-
iments, robots can precisely and repetitively exert the
designed stimuli to multiple subjects. The onset and dura-
tion of the stimuli can also be well controlled. As a result,
the systematic error of the study is reduced, the sensitivity
of brain activation mapping is increased, and the statisti-
cal power of data analysis is elevated.

– An MRI-compatible robot allows well-controlled and
reproducible sensorimotor tasks, while the neural under-
pinnings of this motor interactions can be investigated
with fMRI. Application of the robotic system to healthy
subjects and patients with neurological disorders such as
spinal cord injury (SCI) and stroke would allow repro-
ducible recordings of brain responses during standard-
ized upper/lower extremity movements and thus, provide
insights into motor control, cortical reorganization after
neurological lesion, produce a better understanding of
therapy-induced recovery, and eventually help to derive
more efficient rehabilitation strategies.

– Development of MRI-compatible implants will remove
the barriers hindering the implants’ host patients from
receiving MRI examinations.

However, the strong static and dynamic electromagnetic
fields bring challenging obstacles to the development of
mechatronic devices for use in MRI environments. Issues
of safety, proper device functioning as well as image quality
have to be addressed before devices are introduced into the
MRI environment.

To deal with the technical challenges imposed by the elec-
tromagnetic fields, design criteria have been proposed to
guide device developers [4]. The applicability of different
materials [5], sensing and actuation methods were investi-
gated [6,7]. To ensure the devices are safe and work compat-
ibly with MRI procedures, many test methods and standards
were formulated [8–14].

The field of MRI-compatible mechatronic devices and
their use for various MRI/fMRI applications is rapidly evolv-
ing, and there are a growing number of devices entering
the field. Nevertheless, it is quite common that only prim-
itive compatibility tests are performed before bringing the
devices into an MRI environment, which cannot fully cer-
tify the compatibility of the devices with MRI/fMRI proce-
dures and may have negative effects on the application. This
can be explained by the fact that MRI-compatible robotics is
a very interdisciplinary field, requiring interaction of engi-
neers, MR physicists, medical doctors, neuroscientists, etc.,
making communication and profound knowledge in all the
fields impossible. Further, not every MR center has a local

MR physics group which can carry out detailed compatibility
tests. Finally, every MR suite is different, ranging from ded-
icated penetration panels with integrated signal and power
line filters, to setups where the door to the scanner room is
left open to guide electric cables into the room. Device devel-
opment is still in an iterative “build-and-test” loop, and a clear
design process that ensures compatibility of the device with
MRI/fMRI procedures is not available so far.

MRI-compatible: a qualitative description

In 1997, the terms “MR Safe” and “MR Compatible” were
defined by the U.S. FDA [8]. They also appeared in a draft
document by GE Medical Systems [9] and in the ASTM stan-
dards [15]. In 2005, ASTM redefined “MR Safe” and intro-
duced “MR Conditional” and “MR Unsafe” as active terms,
while “MR Compatible” was not redefined and is not used in
current standards [10]. The U.S. FDA followed in 2008 [14].
All the three terms are about safety. Neither image artifact
nor proper functioning of an introduced device is covered,
which are crucial for mechatronic systems. Robotic systems
and mechatronic devices can rarely fulfill the requirements
for the “MR Safe” label and mostly fall into the category of
“MR Conditional” [13].

“MRI-compatible” is a convenient term that embodies the
combination of safety, proper functioning of the device and
MRI image quality. Within the scope of this paper, “MRI-
compatible” indicates that the device has been demonstrated

(1) not to pose any known hazards,
(2) not to have its intended functions deteriorated by the MRI

system,
(3) not to significantly affect the quality of the diagnostic

information,

in the context of a defined application, imaging sequence and
placement within a specified MRI environment.

This description is based on the new definition of “MR
Safe”, the obsolete definition of “MR Compatible”, and the
definition in [16]. It gives a qualitative criterion on whether
mechatronic devices are able to work compatibly with MRI
procedures.

Content of this paper

First, we formulate the possible mutual interferences between
an MRI system and mechatronic devices and give a quanti-
tative measure for each interference. Based on that, we pro-
pose design principles for MRI-compatible devices, so that
potential problems of safety, device functioning and image
quality can be considered and prevented in the design phase.
Then, we present test methods to evaluate whether a mech-
atronic device fulfills the MRI-compatibility requirements.
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Table 1 Technical data of a Philips 3.0T scanner ([17,18])

�B0(�r) Nominal amplitude (T)† 3.0

Homogeneity (ppm)‡ 0.6

Stability per hour (ppm) 0.1

Maximum
∣
∣
∣ �∇| �B0|

∣
∣
∣ (T/m) 17.0

Maximum
∣
∣
∣ �B0

∣
∣
∣ ·

∣
∣
∣ �∇| �B0|

∣
∣
∣ (T2/m) 48.0

�G(t) Nominal amplitude (mT/m) 40

Maximum slew rate (mT/m/ms) 120

Minimum rise time (ms) 0.33

�B1(t) (head coil) Nominal amplitude (µT) 20.0

Nominal frequency (MHz) 127.73

Maximum frequency offset (KHz) 415.0

Peak power (kW) 25

† For comparison, the earth’s magnetic field is 30–60 µT
‡ Parts per million, 10−6

An example is provided to illustrate the proposed design
guidelines.

Mutual interferences between an MRI system
and mechatronic devices

Magnetic resonance imaging

In a classical macroscopic view, the magnetic field at a small
voxel �r of the imaging volume in the three-dimensional space
consists of a homogeneous static field �B0(�r), a pulsed gradi-
ent magnetic field �G(t) and the pulsed radio frequency field
�B1(t). The three magnetic fields are usually generated by a
strong magnet together with shim coils, gradient coils and
radio frequency transmission coils. Theoretically, the field in
the imaging area is the superposition of all three fields,

�B(t, �r) =
⎡

⎣

0
0
B0

⎤

⎦ +
⎡

⎣

0
0

�G(t) · �r

⎤

⎦ + B1(t)

⎡

⎣

cos(ωt)
sin(ωt)

0

⎤

⎦ (1)

where �r =
⎡

⎣

x
y
z

⎤

⎦ , �G(t) =
⎡

⎣

Gx (t)
G y(t)
Gz(t)

⎤

⎦.

A strong static field (Table 1) is necessary for good sig-
nal quality and high signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). The field
strength determines the resonance frequency, also called
Larmor frequency, ω in Eq. (1)

ω(�r) = γ B = γ (B0 + �G · �r) (2)

Therefore, the voxel position �r is correlated with the
local resonance frequency, at which protons absorb and emit
energy. The gradient field selects a specific slice and encodes
the location information into the frequency and phase of free

Fig. 1 An MRI scanner in the MR center, ETH and University Zurich

induction decay signals collected by the MRI system. Radio
frequency pulses provide energy to the spins and excite them.
The static field and the radio frequency field should both be
homogeneous over the total volume of interest and orthog-
onal to each other. Depending on the sequence, images can
be weighted by proton concentration, longitudinal relaxation
time T1, transverse relaxation time T2 or their combinations.

The MRI environment

The actual magnetic field differs from the ideal model given
by Eq. (1). When the longitudinal gradient Gz is simul-
taneously activated with a transversal gradient Gx or G y ,
concomitant gradient cross-terms arise [19]. Scanner system
imperfections and external interferences result in field dis-
tortions. We denote the overall distortion field that adds to
�B(t, �r) as � �B(t, �r), which may include static and/or dynamic
components. (Fig. 1)

A simplified Biot-Savart model shows that the induced
magnetic field along the scanner axial line is inversely pro-
portional to the third power of the distance to the center of
the coil

�B0

⎛

⎝

⎡

⎣

0
0
z

⎤

⎦

⎞

⎠ =
⎡

⎣

0
0

k/z3

⎤

⎦ (3)

With a set of measured pairs of the magnetic field ampli-
tude and corresponding location, the coefficient k can be
calculated by minimizing the root mean square error. Thus,
the spatial gradient of the static field along the z−axis is
−3B0(z)/z. Due to active shielding of the scanner system,
�B0(�r) normally decreases more rapidly than shown above
outside the imaging area (Fig. 2, adapted from [20]).

The Maxwell-Faraday equation gives the induced electric
field in the MRI environment:

�∇ × �E(t) = − ∂

∂t
�B(t, �r) (4)
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Fig. 2 The magnetic field decreases rapidly with distance from the
magnet (adapted from [20]). Dashed red measured curve. Solid blue
model curve based on Eq. (3)

Fig. 3 Electromagnetic fields in the MRI environment: amplitude and
frequency distribution (adapted from [21])

According to Eq. (1),

∂

∂t
�B(t, �r) =

⎡

⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

∂

∂t
B1(t) · cos(ωt) − B1(t) · ω sin(ωt)

∂

∂t
B1(t) · sin(ωt) + B1(t) · ω cos(ωt)

∂

∂t
�G(t) · �r

⎤

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

The switching time for B1(t) is a few microseconds.
For the gradient field, its slew rate ranges from 20 to
200 mT/m/ms, and the switching frequency is typically in
the order of kHz. In contrast, ω is tens of MHz or higher
(Table 1; Fig. 3). Consequently,

∂

∂t
B1(t) � B1(t) · ω,

∂

∂t
�G(t) · �r � B1(t) · ω

Therefore,

∂

∂t
�B(t, �r) �

⎡

⎣

−B1(t) · ω sin(ωt)
B1(t) · ω cos(ωt)

0

⎤

⎦ (5)

and

�E(t) �
⎡

⎣

0
0

B1(t)ω(x cos ωt + y sin ωt)

⎤

⎦ (6)

The MRI process is sensitive to magnetic field inhomo-
geneities and RF noise. Field inhomogeneities mixed with
the gradient field results in localization error. Therefore, �B0

must be highly homogeneous and temporally stable in the
imaging area (Table 1). RF noise can influence the resonance
process or be mistaken as signal by the MRI system, both
of which bring incorrect image information. For example,
increased background noise will lead to reduced signal–noise
ratio (SNR).

An MRI system interacts with mechatronic devices

Interactions between an MRI system and mechatronic com-
ponents were discussed in [4,6]. Magnetic fields in an MRI
environment act on a device in multiple ways. �B0 and its spa-
tial gradient exerts force/torque on magnetic materials and
current carrying cables. It also disturbs electromagnetically
active components. Currents can be induced in conductive
materials or closed-loop structures, if they move or the mag-
netic field varies or both. The induced currents produce heat,
generate local magnetic fields and yield noise in electronic
signals.

On the other hand, the imaging fields may also be dis-
torted by the mechatronic device. Material magnetization and
magnetic fields generated by electric currents lead to spatial
localization errors and signal void in the imaging procedure.
Electromagnetic noise in the RF bandwidth interferes with
MRI signals. Low-frequency noise may be mistaken for neu-
ral activity related MRI signal changes in fMRI applications.

Magnetic force

The high static magnetic field and its spatial gradient exert
magnetic force on current carrying wires or components that
can be magnetized.

The Lorenz force on a current carrying wire is �FM =
I �B × �L . For non-homogeneous field outside the imaging
area, the resulting force can be calculated by integration

�FM =
∫

I �B( �L) × d �L (7)

When a material of magnetic susceptibility χ and volume V
is placed within a magnetic field �B, the induced magnetiza-
tion is:

�M =

⎧

⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

1

μ0
χ �BV, if

1

μ0
|χ |BV ≤ | �Ms |

�Ms, if
1

μ0
|χ |BV > | �Ms |

(8)
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where μ0 is the magnetic constant 4π × 10−7N/A2, and �Ms

is the magnetic saturation. The magnetic force is

�FM = �∇( �M · �B) (9)

For a homogeneous field �B, �M is constant and so is �M · �B.
Therefore, �∇( �M · �B) = 0, i.e., the force is zero. In the satura-
tion case, the magnetic force is maximal where �B shows its
maximal gradient. Below the saturation level, the magnetic

force is maximal where the product of the field strength
∣
∣
∣ �B

∣
∣
∣

and its gradient
∣
∣
∣ �∇| �B|

∣
∣
∣ are maximal. Normally, these two

locations coincide at the edge of the imaging area inside the
scanner bore [17], which is also suggested by the model in
Eq. (3).

To compare the magnetically induced force with the grav-
ity force Fg = mg, we introduce a measure

βF � max
location,

orientation

∣
∣
∣ �FM

∣
∣
∣

Fg
(10)

When βF < 1, the component is accelerated faster toward
the ground than to the magnet. The other two fields show
far smaller amplitudes than �B0(�r), and their influence on the
magnetic force can be neglected.

Magnetic torque

In the strong magnetic field, a current loop or a component
with magnetization �M experiences magnetically induced
torque. The magnetization �M of components is already given
by Eq. (8). For a current loop,

�M =
∫

�A(I )d I (11)

where �A is the enclosed area of the loop. The torque can be
computed by

�τM = �M × �B (12)

This torque tries to align �M and �B, thus minimizing the poten-
tial energy − �M · �B.

The magnetically induced torque can be compared with
the gravitational torque. We denote the measure

βτ � max
location,

orientation

|�τM |
τg

(13)

where τg is the upper bound of the gravity torque, given
by the product of the component’s weight and its longest
dimension.

Since the other two fields show far lower amplitudes than
the static field �B(�r), their contribution to the magnetic torque
can be neglected.

Fig. 4 A magnetic field variation induces a current in a conductive
loop (left) and a conductive plate (right). The current generates a local
magnetic field to counteract the field variation

Induced current

A conductive loop or component induces electromotive force
and current when the magnetic flux through the loop or com-
ponent varies. Eddy currents in metallic parts are a source of
considerable torsional moment, which may exceed the torque
generated by gravity [22].

The induced electromotive force is

Ui = −∂φ

∂t
= −∂( �B · �A)

∂t
(14)

where σ is the conductance of the loop, φ is the magnetic flux
through the loop. With the loop conductance σ , the induced
current is

Ii = σUi (15)

If the loop remains in place, we obtain

Ii = −σ

∫
∂ �B(A)

∂t
· d �A (16)

where �B(A) is the magnetic field through area A. In this case,
current induction results from the dynamic magnetic fields
�G(t) and �B1(t).

If one part of the loop is moving, we then obtain

Ii = −σ

(
∫

∂ �B(A)

∂t
· d �A + �B · ∂ �A

∂t

)

(17)

The induced current generates a local magnetic field to coun-
teract the change of magnetic flux φ (Fig. 4).

However, the calculation of eddy currents, the induced
current in conductive components resulting from movement
through the field or from radio frequency pulses, is not
straightforward. Camacho et al. performed a detailed quanti-
tative analysis of RF-induced eddy currents and related image
artifacts using a circular copper loop [23]. A conductive plate
(Fig. 4) may be treated as many concentric conductive loops.
General eddy current problems cannot be solved analyti-
cally or be approximated explicitly, thus requiring advanced
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numerical methods, simulation programs or clear and easy-
to-use compatibility testing protocols.

Heating

RF waves may resonate along conducting wires and build up
strong electrical energy [24–27], and conductive components
and loops can heat up due to induced currents [28].

Electromagnetic waves travel along conducting wires.
When the wire length L is multiples of the half wavelength
λE M , the electromagnetic waves resonate and the wire heats
up. The wavelength is calculated by

λE M = c√
εr f

(18)

where c is the speed of light (3 × 108 m/s), εr is the relative
dielectric constant of the medium surrounding the wire, and
f is determined by the field strength as Eq. (2) shows. For
water in a 3T scanner, we obtain

f = 127.73 MHz, εr = 81, and thus λE M = 0.26 m

Heating occurs to a wire into the human body when the
wire length L between the wire tip and the wire entry point
into the body is multiples of the half wavelength λE M . The
energy absorption is significantly reduced by a factor of
[L/(λE M/2)]3 if L < λE M/2. Besides wire length, heating
is also influenced by the wire geometry, placement in the
human body, insulation, etc. The highest heating happens
at locations where the electric field changes are the fastest
[26,27]. The heating can lead to burn injuries [25,29].

As the varying magnetic field induces current in closed
loops or components, electromagnetic energy is transformed
into heat. According to Eqs. (14, 15),

J =
∫

σU 2
i dt (19)

The elevation of the object’s temperature is

�T = 1

mC
(J − Jt ) (20)

where m is the mass, C is the heat capacity, and Jt is the heat
dissipated from the object to the environment.

Although magnetic flux change due to gradient field
switching is much less than that due to RF pulses, sig-
nificant heating up solely due to gradient field switching
was observed when a copper frame was placed 20 cm off-
center [28]. RF-induced heat due to eddy currents is difficult
to predict accurately, but was shown to be minor by in vitro
experiments [30,31].

Disturbance to sensors and electronics

Electromagnetic, inductive and capacitive sensors are not
suggested for use in the MRI environment, or at least not in

the close proximity to the imaging region, due to the mutual
electromagnetic interferences. Other sensors and electron-
ics may suffer from distortion to the characteristic curve
or elevated noise due to the Hall effect, in addition to
possible magnetic force, torque, induced current and heat-
ing.

Electronics inside the sensor and signals in transmission
lines may be disturbed according to Eqs. (5, 6, 16, 17). We
take a ratio to measure the disturbance by the scanner field
to the detected signals:

βS �
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

�Ii

IS

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

or βS �
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

�Ui

US

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(21)

where Ii/Ui is the induced signal on the sensor signal line,
and IS/US is the amplitude of the signal by the sensor. In gen-
eral, both Ii/Ui and IS/US are time varying. Conservatively,
Ii/Ui takes the peak value of the induced signal. IS/US has
to be defined based on the sensor’s working range. By defi-
nition, βS is a noise-to-signal ratio.

Disturbance to active components

When active components based on electromagnetic princi-
ple are placed inside the MRI environment, their function-
ing is disturbed by the scanner magnetic field in addition to
possible magnetic force, torque, induced current and heating
effects.

To produce force or torque, electromagnetic motors rely
on current passing through a magnetic field, which can be
produced by a permanent magnet or a current carrying coil.
When a motor is introduced into an MRI environment, the
scanner field �B(�r) adds to the local magnetic field of the
motor and thus changes the behavior of the motor. Hydraulic
or pneumatic valves use combinations of coils, permanent
magnets or springs to control the flow. Thus, they are also
subject to disturbance by the magnetic field.

We take a ratio to demonstrate the disturbance by the scan-
ner field to active components:

βB �
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

�B(�r)

BA

∣
∣
∣
∣
∣

(22)

where BA is the amplitude of the equivalent magnetic field
generated by coils or magnets in the active components. The
ratio is achieved when �B(�r) and �BA are aligned. If the equiva-
lent field of the actuator is time varying, BA should be defined
according to the specific application, such as the root mean
square value.

Active components are normally placed distant from the
scanner, and, thus, the influence from the gradient and radio
frequency fields can be neglected.
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Fig. 5 Severe (left) and mild (right) image distortion due to material
magnetization

Deterioration of proper device functioning

As a consequence of previous disturbances from the scan-
ner field �B(t, �r), the desired function of the device can be
deteriorated. We define a measure

β f �
∣
∣
∣
∣

pM RI − plab

plab

∣
∣
∣
∣

(23)

where pM RI and plab are the performances of the device’s
desired function in the MRI environment and the laboratory,
obtained with the same configuration. For example, if the
device is position controlled and aims to guide the subject’s
arm to track a given position curve, then pM RI and plab are
the actual curves obtained in the MRI environment and the
laboratory, respectively.

Localization error due to B0 inhomogeneities

When there is a distortion field � �B in the imaging area and
�Bz 	= 0, the localization information based on frequency
and phase of the detected signals, as shown in Eq. (2), is
shifted, resulting in localization error. The two other compo-
nents of � �B,�Bx and �By , can affect phase contrast, just
as the concomitant gradient terms do [19].

When � �B is aligned with �B0 in the imaging area, the
localization error ��r is maximal and satisfies

�G · ��r = �B (24)

When � �B increases, the localization error may go beyond
the imaging volume and the signal will be lost (Fig. 5, left).

Given the voxel size xv × yv × zv , suppose it is required
that the maximal localization error is less than half of the
voxel dimension in any direction. Therefore,

|�B| < min
{

Gx
xv

2
, G y

yv

2
, Gz

zv

2

}

(25)

The distortion field � �B(t, �r) due to magnetized components
and electric signals in active components and sensors can
result in localization error as by Eq. (24).

Fig. 6 Image distortion due to gradient distortion

Spatial encoding error due to gradient distortion

Gradient field distortion may result from the spatial gradi-
ents of the field generated by the induced current discussed
in section c). Material magnetization solely due to the gradi-
ent field is negligible compared with that of the static field.
A small gradient distortion may induce significant spatial
encoding error since the distortion accumulates

∫ � �G · d�r
and produces the worst artifact at the boundary of the imaging
volume, which is

∫ � �G · d�r divided by �G component-wise.
(Fig. 6)

Although it is possible to pre-calibrate and correct the gra-
dient non-linearity error [32], it is still preferred that no dis-
tortion field should be generated by the mechatronic system.
If the gradient distortion varies temporally, the pre-calibra-
tion may not help.

A conservative upper bound for gradient distortion can be
defined as

|� �G| < min

{
Gx · xv

2 · xmax
,

G y · xy

2 · ymax
,

Gz · xz

2 · zmax

}

(26)

Here, (xmax, zmax, zmax) is the extreme location of the imag-
ing volume relative to the isocenter. This bound ensures that
the worst spatial encoding error is smaller than half a voxel.

Dark region due to signal dephasing

The distortion field � �B may vary over the imaging volume.
The spatial variation of � �B leads to signal dephasing [33,34]

βφ = γ · TE · ∇|� �B| · �rv (27)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, TE is the echo time, and
�rv is the voxel size. This can cause signal void and appear as
dark regions in the MR images.

Image shading due to RF inhomogeneity

Conductive materials or conductive loops in the imaging
region can absorb the energy of RF pulses, leading to RF
inhomogeneity. The neighboring tissues can therefore not
reach a proper flip angle, and the signals will be reduced.
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Fig. 7 Lines and speckles in images due to RF interferences

The artifacts are similar to those due to material magneti-
zations [33,35]. This artifact is significant and difficult to
model. Therefore, conductive materials should not be used
within the imaging region.

Lines, speckles and noise due to RF interferences

If the distortion field � �B(t) contains frequency compo-
nents in the bandwidth of the RF pulses, it results in lines
and speckles on the obtained images (Fig. 7) [36]. Hence,
electromagnetic interference in the RF bandwidth must be
prevented.

The radio frequency distortion field mainly results from
magnetically induced currents (Fig. 4), sensor and actuator
electronics, or noise brought into the MRI environment by
wires due to the antenna effect.

False fMRI signal

Dynamic distortion fields outside the RF bandwidth may
lead to MRI signal changes, which can be mis-attributed to
changes in neural activation.

This interference mainly results from driving currents in
electrically active components and noise brought into the
MRI environment by the antenna effect. An important point
is that electromagnetic interference is often correlated with
the task. For example, an encoder moving close to the imag-
ing area during the investigated task may disturb the fMRI
signals.

Design principles for MRI-compatibility

Formulation of MRI-compatibility

The MRI-compatibility criteria are transformed into Table 2
based on the analysis on mutual interferences between mech-
atronic devices and the MRI system.

The qualitative description of MRI-compatibility is not
measurable. In contrast, each interference is evaluated quan-
titatively by a numerical measure in Table 2. Although eddy
current in (c) can not be explicitly calculated, the conse-
quences, heating (d) and image deterioration (i), (k), (l), indi-
rectly measure how much influence eddy currents have on the
mechatronic device.

The MRI-compatibility thresholds will vary depending on
the application. For example, a larger voxel size tolerates
larger localization errors, smaller TE brings less dephasing
artifacts, and fMRI procedures are subject to a wide range
of noise which may not be so problematic for anatomical
MRI scans. Besides, the final mechatronic system is a bal-
ance of cost, desired function and MRI-compatibility. There-
fore, the user needs to compromise competitive requirements
and define specific acceptance thresholds for specific appli-
cations. In Table 2, each acceptance threshold can be adjusted
to fit specific applications.

Design principles

The design procedure can be broken down into several parts.
For each part, the MRI-compatibility criteria in Table 2 help
to prevent potential problems with safety, device functioning
or MRI image quality. While the MRI-compatibility criteria
are based on interactions of the MRI system with mechatron-
ic devices, a component-wise categorization as in Table 3 is
more convenient for device development.

The MRI system

MRI-compatibility is linked to a specific MRI environment
and special condition, such as the imaging parameters and the
placement of the mechatronic component within this environ-
ment. Therefore, the following parameters of the MRI system
should be known (Table 1) prior to the design process:

– Static magnetic field �B0: nominal amplitude and homo-
geneity in the imaging area, field distribution in the MRI

scanner room, maximum gradient
∣
∣
∣ �∇| �B0|

∣
∣
∣, maximum

∣
∣
∣ �B0

∣
∣
∣ ·

∣
∣
∣ �∇| �B0|

∣
∣
∣

– Gradient system �G: amplitude, slew rate, rise time,
switching frequency

– Pulsed radio frequency field: amplitude, nominal fre-
quency, bandwidth, for both the transmitting �B1+ and
the receiving �B1−

– Scanner bore dimension
– Intended location of equipment under development
– The type of penetration panel available (filters, wave-

guides, surrounding equipment, etc.).
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Table 2 MRI-compatibility criteria based on the mutual interferences between the MRI system and mechatronic devices

Interference Components Involved MRI-Compatibility Criteria

(a) Magnetic force Magnetized components βF < βF_th

Current lines

(b) Magnetic torque Magnetized components βτ < βτ_th

Current loops

(c) Induced current Conductive components Ii < I †
i_th

Conductive loops

(d) Heating Conductive components J < J †
th

Conductive loops

Open wire No open wire or L � λE M/2

(e) Disturbance to sensors and electronics Sensors (a) (b) (c) (d) & βS < βS_th

Electronics

(f) Disturbance to active components Active components (a) (b) (c) (d) & βB < βB_th

(g) Device function deterioration The whole system (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) & β f < β f _th

(h) Localization error due to � �B Magnetized components |�B| < �Bth

Actuator signals

Sensor signals

(i) Spatial encoding error due to � �G Conductive components |�G| < �Gth

Conductive loops

(j) Dark region due to signal dephasing Magnetized components βφ < βφ_th

Actuator signals

Sensor signals

(k) Image shading due to RF inhomogeneities Conductive components Avoid components in imaging region ‡

Conductive loops

(l) Lines, dots, noise due to RF interferences Conductive components βω < βω_th shielding

Conductive loops

Actuator signals

Sensor signals

Transmission wires

(m) False fMRI interpretation Actuator signals |�Bt | < �Bt_th shielding

Sensor signals

Transmission wires

† There is no general analytic solution ‡ Some special applications may allow a certain extent of artefacts

Table 3 The MRI-compatibility
matrix

∗ Aspect (g) of Table 2 is not
included, since it is the overall
consequence of (a)–(f)

Static field �B0 gradient Gradient field RF field fMRI
�∇| �B0| �G,

∂ �G(t)·�r
∂t

�B1,
∂ �B1(t)

∂t
�E(t)

χ : Magnetic susceptibility (a) (b) (h) (j) – –

σ : Electrical conductivity – (c) (d) (i) (c) (d) (k) (l)

Current line (a) – –

Transmission wire (a) – (l) (m)

Current loop (b) – –

Conductive loop (b) (c) (d) (i) (c) (d) (k) (l)

Open wire – – (d)

Electronics – (e) (e) (i) (l) (m)

Sensor (a) (b) (h) (j) (c) (d) (e) (i) (c) (d) (e) (m)

Active components (a) (b) (f) (h) (j) (c) (d) (i) (c) (d) (m)
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Although the scanner bore dimension is not mentioned
in the MRI-compatibility matrix, it is a fundamental limi-
tation for mechatronic devices, as well as the experimental
paradigms to be investigated.

Structure and materials

Various plastic materials are magnetically and electrically
inert and are thus preferred as construction materials. How-
ever, their mechanical properties are often poor and metal
has to be used in some applications.

To avoid resonance heating, there must be no open con-
ductive wire. When materials with high magnetic suscepti-
bility are brought into the MRI environment, the magnetic
force/torque brings potential safety hazards. Hence, these
materials should be generally avoided and only used in the
MRI environment after test.

Since analytic solutions to Eqs. (17, 19) just exist in a
few special cases, it is difficult to guide the design process
by quantitative thresholds on eddy currents and the related
heating and induced magnetic field. Therefore, generally we
should try to limit use of conductive materials and prevent
these phenomena. Conductive components or closed loops
must not be placed in the imaging area since they can induce
eddy currents and lead to significant local artifacts [23]. Out-
side the scanner bore, conductive materials with low mag-
netic susceptibility can be used for static components. They
might be used for closed loop structures or moving parts
if it has been demonstrated no violation to the MRI-compat-
ibility.

Schenck [5] performed a detailed study on physical prop-
erties of selected materials and their roles in MRI applica-
tions. The study has heavily benefited subsequent work and
remains a fundamental reference. The range of susceptibility
values acceptable for mechatronic devices depends on spe-
cific applications, particularly on magnetic force, torque and
magnetization. It should be mentioned that machining of a
material may change its magnetic properties.

Suppose a component is placed at �r relative to the
head coil, and the magnetic saturation point is not reached.
According to Eqs. (10, 13), we have

⎧

⎨

⎩

βF < βF_th

βτ < βτ_th

|�B| < �Bth

⇒

⎧

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

|χ |
ρ

<
μ0g

max
∣
∣
∣ �B0

∣
∣
∣·
∣
∣
∣ �∇| �B0|

∣
∣
∣

βF_th

|χ |
ρ

<
μ0gl

max
∣
∣
∣ �B

∣
∣
∣

2 βτ_th

|χ | <
2π |�r |3

∣
∣
∣ �B(�r)

∣
∣
∣V

�Bth

(28)

where l is the component’s largest dimension, and V the
volume. Equation (28) limits possible selection of materials
to be used for this component, under the MRI-compatibility
requirements.

In special applications where a certain extent of artifact
is acceptable, experiments should be done carefully on the
specific MRI systems.

Active components and sensors

Various actuation principles have been evaluated in the MRI
environment, such as pneumatic [37–39], hydraulic [40,41],
electromagnetic [20], cable-driven [42], piezo-electric [43,
44] and electro-rheological [45]. Each actuation technique
has its special advantages [3,6].

The location of an active component inside the scanner
room has to be carefully considered to make sure that its
interactions with the MRI system are weak enough. In order
not to be affected by the scanner field, an active component
should be kept at a minimal distance away from the volume
of interest:

|�r | > max |�rth |, where | �B0(�rth)| = βB BA

On the other hand, given the component’s magnetic
moment �M , its distance to the imaging area has to fulfill

|�B| < �Bth ⇒ |�r | >

(

μ0| �M|
2π

1

�Bth

) 1
3

(29)

The threshold will be the higher of the two values.
If �M is time varying, it will produce noise in MRI images.

Shielding is necessary in this case.
Optical sensors are popular [3,7,20], but they have to be

applied in a proper way to avoid high-frequency disturbances
to the MRI system [7]. A load cell was used in [46] to measure
force. The optical measurement principle is MRI-compatible
itself, but the compatibility of components of the sensor has
to be verified.

Electronics and signal transmission lines

Transmission lines send currents to drive active components
inside the MRI environment and send out detected sensor
signals. The transmission lines should be arranged to avoid
any loops. The human subject should never be put as part of
any conductive loops.

To avoid scanner interferences to the carrying signals and
also to avoid the antenna effect that may carry noise from the
control room into the scanner room, transmission lines must
be well shielded, and the shielding layer should be grounded
to the shielding of the scanner room. If electronics stay
inside the MRI room, it is suggested that they are put inside
a Faraday cage to prevent mutual interference with the
scanner.
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Guidelines for electromagnetic compatibility

Electromagnetic interference is often subtle, and the source
of interference may not be so straightforward to determine.
Following guidelines can help to eliminate or prevent elec-
tromagnetic interference [47]

– Place interfering or sensitive components into a Faraday
cage for shielding against high-frequency noise

– Select materials with high magnetic susceptibility to
shield against low-frequency magnetic fields, but be sure
to secure them distant enough from the scanner

– Minimize the number of interfaces, where signals and
power lines enter the shielding

– Filter those interfaces to low impedance ground
– Reduce common mode noise in differential signals by

twisted pair cables
– Utilize ferrite cores and common mode chokes to further

suppress common mode noise
– Employ shielded cables and connectors with a low imped-

ance connection
– Implement radio frequency filters on power and data sig-

nals at the level of the penetration panel, which provides
a stable low impedance earthed-ground

– Avoid ground loops
– Separate power electronics and logic electronics
– Include a ground plane on printed circuit boards

Evaluation of MRI-compatibility

In this section, we propose procedures to evaluate whether a
device is MRI-compatible, with respect to safety, functioning
of the device and MRI image quality.

Safety and device functioning

Force measurement

The magnetic force can be measured relatively to the com-
ponent’s gravitational force [10]. When βF < βF_th = 1, it
is assumed in [10] that the risk by the magnetic force of a
component is less than the risk by its gravity.

Torque measurement

A magnetic torque measurement device can be found in [11].
When βτ < βτ_th = 1, i.e., the maximal value of �τM is less
than the gravity torque τg , it is assumed in [11] that the mag-
netically induced deflection torque is less than the worst case
torque on the device due to gravity.

Heating measurement

In the design principles section, we prohibit conductive mate-
rials and closed loops in the imaging area. Consequently,
heating measurements are not necessary. For very special
applications in which the heating measurement has to be
performed, a standard method to measure radio frequency
induced heating in MRI is defined in ASTM F2182-02a,
2002, and the study in [28] gives the procedures to switch
off the RF pulses and measure the heating effect due to the
switching gradient field.

Disturbance to sensors and electronics

The electromagnetic environment in the MRI room may
affect sensors and electronics in multiple ways, such as
distortion of the voltage–current characteristic curve and
elevated noise. Therefore, it is recommended that the compo-
nents should be calibrated at their desired working position
with the correct orientation in the MRI environment, to make
sure they work in a proper way. To evaluate the noise, we can
record the detected signals and take the standard deviation
as the noise Ii in Eq. (21). IS takes the sensor signal range.
A typical threshold is 5%.

Disturbance to active components and device function

After the safety aspects, i.e., force, torque and heating, have
been guaranteed, the device is allowed to enter the MRI envi-
ronment for further evaluation. Disturbance to active com-
ponents is closely related to deterioration of device function,
and thus, it is reasonable to test Eq. (23) instead of Eq. (22).
Nevertheless, active components can still be solely tested
according to their specifications. We again take 5% as an
acceptable threshold for both Eqs. (23) and (22).

MRI image quality

Image quality is usually assessed using a standard phantom
[40,41,44,45]. After each scan, the MRI system processes
the data and outputs MRI images, and we can check whether
the image quality has been affected.

We propose that the full MRI experiment can be carried
out in the following six steps:

1. Phantom only
The scan is performed when the device is not inside the
scanner room. MRI images from this step serve as the
baseline of the entire experiment. At least ten minutes
of data should be collected, so that temporal drift can be
estimated.

2. Device disconnected
The device is placed at its desired working location in
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the scanner room but has no connection going out of the
scanner room. MRI images from this step tell whether
magnetic susceptibility introduces localization error or
eddy current induces noise into the imaging procedure.

3. Device connected
The device is placed at its desired working location in the
scanner room, with all the transmission lines connected
to the parts out of the scanner room, but not powered. If
there is no image artifact from the previous step, images
from this step will reveal whether the transmission lines
carry noise from the control room into the scanner room.

4. Device powered
The device is placed at its desired working location in the
scanner room, with all the transmission lines connected
to the parts out of the scanner room and powered, but not
performing any task. If there is no image artifact from
previous steps, images from this step will reveal whether
the electric signals have caused image artifacts.

5. Device functioning
The device is placed at its desired working location in
the scanner room, with all the transmission lines con-
nected to the parts out of the scanner room, powered, and
performing the desired task. If there is no image artifact
from previous steps, images from this step tell whether
functioning of the device causes image problems, such
as false fMRI signal and eddy currents induced inside
moving conductive parts.
The evaluation of device functioning as described in
section 2.3.g) can be integrated into this step.

6. Phantom only again (device removed)
The scan is taken after the device is completely removed
from the scanner room. Comparison of images from this
step and the first step indicates the temporal stability of
the scanner system and serves as a criterion for other
comparisons.

Electromagnetic interference may lead to different image
artifacts with different MRI or fMRI sequences, such as local-
ization errors in phase encoding direction for Cartesian EPI
(Echo-Planar Imaging), blurring in spiral EPI and localiza-
tion errors in readout direction in GRE (Gradient-Recalled
Echo). Therefore, MRI-compatibility with one scan sequence
on a certain scanner system cannot guarantee a device being
MRI-compatible again with a different scan sequence or on
a different scanner system. Consequently, all the experimen-
tal steps must be performed on the same MRI system with
exactly the same scan sequence and parameters as the actual
study in which the device is to be used. Auto pre-scan func-
tions should be disabled, so that possible image artifacts
can be directly traced back to electromagnetic interferences.
Enabled auto pre-scan functions can react to electromagnetic
interferences and confound the image artifacts.

Fig. 8 An example for SNR and subtraction of MRI images. Left phan-
tom only; middle device functioning; right subtraction of the previous
images. The SNR changed by 0.18%

Widely used MRI image evaluation methods in literature
are image subtraction and signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) com-
parison, which visually and quantitatively show differences
between images acquired before and after the mechatronic
device is introduced into the MRI environment (Fig. 8). The
SNR value of one image is typically calculated as [33]

SNR = 0.66 × mean signal

mean of noise region standard deviations
(30)

The scalar 0.66 is the Rayleigh distribution correction factor.
It has to be noted that this method is not suitable for par-
allel MRI images, such as fMRI images obtained with the
SENSE1 technique [48]. Another method acquires two iden-
tical images consecutively, subtracts them and then calculates
the SNR by [33]

SNR =
√

2 × mean signal in image ROI

standard deviation in subtraction image ROI
(31)

The ROI (region of interest) for signal and noise must be
the same. In both methods, it is recommended that the ROI
should cover 75% of the phantom area. Additionally, it is
common to present SNR values in dB.2

Another quantitative measure was proposed in [49]. An
image deterioration factor is calculated as

εTi
z = 100

22pd
· 1

rx · ry
·

∑

x=1,...,rx
y=1,...,ry

(

pT1
xy − pTi

xy

)2
(32)

Here, z is the slice number, i is the test step number, pd is
the pixel depth, rx and ry are the image resolutions along

the x and y axes, and pTi
xy ranging from 0 to 22pd − 1 is the

pixel value with index (x, y) in the image obtained at test
step Ti . Averaging ε

Ti
z over all slices gives a global image

deterioration factor.
Furthermore, we propose a third comparison method.

In fMRI applications, each scanning session takes multiple
images of the same slice. For one voxel in this slice (Fig. 9),
its temporal-signal-to-noise-ratio (tSNR) is the ratio of the

1 Sensitivity encoding for fast MRI.
2 Decibel: (number in dB) = 20 log10 (number in decimal).
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Fig. 9 Left time series of one slice; right time series of a voxel

standard deviation of its time series over the mean of its time
series. The tSNR of this slice is the mean of tSNRs over a
selected region, as defined in Eq. (33).

tSNR = mean
standard deviation of voxel time series

mean of voxel time series
(33)

To check whether the SNR and tSNR values have been
“significantly” changed, statistical tests are employed. We
suggest t-test, z-test and the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
[50–52].

In summary, image subtraction detects localization errors,
spatial encoding errors and signal voids due to dephasing, the
SNR comparison detects background noise, and the tSNR
detects low-frequency noise and false fMRI signals.

Standard MRI phantom images have been used to evalu-
ate the influence from mechatronic devices on the MRI sys-
tem. They can be interpreted in a straightforward manner
by people working in this interdisciplinary field with differ-
ent background, such as engineers, MRI experts and medical
doctors. There are more specialized tests available, such as
acquisition and analysis of B0 and B1 field maps [53–56].
In case that suspicious spatial distortion is observed in visual
inspection or image subtraction in the proposed test proce-
dures, gradient linearity tests using special phantoms are sug-
gested in [57].

Design and evaluation of an MRI-compatible
manipulandum

Following the design principles in the previous section, we
design a one degree-of-freedom (DOF) manipulandum to
perform interactive reaching movement with the arm of a
subject lying supine on the scanner bed during fMRI proce-
dures. The fMRI sequence is a T2-weighted, single-shot, field
echo, echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TR: 3000 ms,
echo time TE: 40 ms, SENSE factor: 2). The desired voxel
size is 1 mm × 1 mm × 3 mm, and �B = 20 µT by Eq. (25).

The system concept is shown in Fig. 10. A hydraulic cyl-
inder actuates the interaction with the human arm. Force and

Fig. 10 Diagram of the MRI-compatible manipulandum

position of the hand are detected by sensors and sent out of the
MRI room to the control computer. The computer controls
the valve to regulate the hydraulic power generated by the
pump placed outside the MRI room and transmitted into the
MRI room via plastic hoses and drives the actuation cylinder.

Construction materials are mainly plastics. The force sen-
sor adopts an optical principle [20], which is MRI-compatible
in nature. Violation of MRI-compatibility may result from
the control valve, the hydraulic cylinder, the position sensor
and electric signal transmission lines. The control valve unit
is electromagnetically active and stays at the corner of the
MRI room, far away from the scanner bore. The hydraulic
cylinder is placed close to the scanner bore and should be
made of metal metal with low magnetic susceptibility to sus-
tain high pressure. The position sensor is also placed close
to the scanner, and connects to the control computer outside
the scanner room.

Cylinder material

The cylinder is close to the imaging region, especially the
moving piston. Therefore, the material must have very low
magnetic susceptibility. The volume of the cylinder housing
is V1 = 7.0×10−4 m3, and the volume of the cylinder piston
is V2 = 3.7 × 10−5 m3. According to Eq. (28), we obtain
⎧

⎪⎨

⎪⎩

|χ |
ρ

< 2.6 × 10−7βF_th
|χ |
ρ

< 4.5 × 10−7βτ_th

|χ | < 6.0 × 10−5 for V1, |χ | < 1.1 × 10−3 for V2

To be conservative, we take the thresholds βF_th and
βτ_th to be 10% of the given values in the previous
section, i.e., βF_th = βτ_th = 0.1. Five materials, i.e.,
aluminum (χ = 2.07 × 10−5, ρ = 2.7 × 103 kg/m3),
copper (χ = −9.63 × 10−6, ρ = 8.92 × 103 kg/m3),
brass (χ = −8.63 × 10−6, ρ = 8.92 × 103 kg/m3), zinc
(χ = −1.57 × 10−5, ρ = 7.13 × 103 kg/m3) and bronze
(χ = −8.79×10−7ρ = 8.79×103 kg/m3) fulfill the above
limitations [5].

In the worst case, the direction of the piston movement
is parallel to �B0 and perpendicular to �B1 (Fig. 11). Hence,
eddy currents are mainly induced by magnetic flux changes
due to the spatial gradient of �B0. For a fixed dimension of
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Fig. 11 The piston moves in parallel with the �B0 and perpendicular
to �B1

the piston, the induced potential is constant. Eddy currents
are minimal when the conductance of the piston is minimal.
Therefore, we use bronze for the piston.

The piston has a simple geometry. The induced eddy cur-
rent and magnetic field can be calculated [58]. Since the
bronze piston moves slowly, less than 0.3 m/s, the distorting
magnetic field generated by the eddy currents is far smaller
than �B.

Location of the control valve unit

The control valve unit is active, and it contains ferromagnetic
parts. Therefore, it has to stay away from the scanner, and
we need to determine the minimal distance.

We again take βF_th = 0.1. The torque is not important
here and we can ignore it. Inserting the magnetic suscepti-
bility and density values of stainless steel into Eq. (28), we
obtain
{

βF < βF_th

|�B| < �Bth
⇒

{ |�r | > 5.6
|�r | > 1.25

Therefore, we take the hose length between the cylinder
and the control valve to be 6 m.

The model in Eq. (3) is utilized to calculate the magnetic
field and its spatial gradient. The scanner field here is below
4.1 mT according to the model and is below 0.3 mT according
to the field map provided by Philips [17]. The inconsistency
results from the modeling error, but we are on the safe side
with the model.

The solenoid pair inside the valve produces a magnetic
field. The modeling and calculation of the solenoid field prop-
agation is time-consuming and may be inaccurate since the
valve unit’s metal housing shields the field to a certain extent.
Instead, we simply take a Hall sensor to measure the mag-
netic field surrounding the valve when it is working under
full load. The amplitude is much lower than the threshold
value of 20 µT at 6-m distance.

The supply voltage for the valve is 12 V, and the maximal
current is 2.3 A. The power lines are more than 6 m away
from the scanner. Simple calculations confirm no violation
of MRI-compatibility.

Fig. 12 The MRI-compatible manipulandum

Position sensors

To accurately measure the position, an optical encoder, LIDA
279 by Heidenhain, is used. Additionally, a potentiometer,
MTP-L 22 by Resenso, is taken as a redundant position
sensor for safety. The encoder scale tape is fixed, and the
encoder reader moves slowly with the piston. The scale tape is
made of MRI-compatible materials. With similar procedures
as the previous section, the encoder reader is confirmed
MRI-compatible.

In the literature, it has been reported that a potentiometer
may create problems [50]. The conductive foil of our poten-
tiometer is made of a special material, and no problem has
been observed. The potentiometer may collect noise from the
scanner system, but this is acceptable for a redundant sensor.

Electromagnetic compatibility

Last but not the least, the guidelines for electromagnetic com-
patibility are followed. They are important to guarantee good
MRI image quality.

The realized device is shown in Fig. 12. It has been
confirmed by MRI-compatibility tests that the one-DOF ma-
nipulandum is MRI-compatible in our Philips Achieva 3.0T
scanner, located at the entry of the scanner bore, with the
applied sequence [41].

Conclusion

We have studied possible mutual interferences between
mechatronic systems with an MRI system and formulated
numerical measures for each interference. A list of quantita-
tive requirements were organized into an “MRI-compatibil-
ity matrix” for mechatronic devices to work compatibly with
MRI procedures. Based on this matrix, design principles for
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the development of MRI-compatible mechatronic systems
were proposed. These design principles ensure that potential
safety, device functioning and image quality issues can be
considered and dealt with already in the design phase. Test
methods were proposed to evaluate whether the mechatronic
device is indeed compatible with MRI procedures. Finally,
the proposed design principles were successfully applied to
the design of an MRI-compatible manipulandum. We hope
that these guidelines will serve as a basis for the design and
evaluation of mechatronic devices for various MRI/fMRI
applications, and encourage designers to apply these tests
and report these compatibility data in future publications.
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